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Pedagogical Grammar

2014-12-17

this book provides a comprehensive overview of pedagogical grammar research and explores its

implications for the teaching of grammar in second language classrooms drawing on several research

domains e g corpus linguistics task based language teaching and a number of theoretical orientations

e g cognitive sociocultural the book proposes a framework for pedagogical grammar which brings

together three major areas of inquiry 1 descriptions of grammar in use 2 descriptions of grammar

acquisition processes and 3 investigations of the relative effectiveness of different approaches to l2

grammar instruction the book balances research and theory with practical discussions of the decisions

that teachers must make on a daily basis offering guidance in such areas as materials development

data driven learning task design and classroom assessment

Pedagogical Grammar for ESL Made Easy (Penerbit USM)

1997

this book is a good companion for teachers and learners of the english grammar it gives the

opportunity for teachers to journey with their students in the teaching and learning of grammar

especially in a non native english speaking context it encourages an understanding of grammar

through the use of a metalanguage learners no longer have to depend on the it feels right defense but

can confidently support grammar usage with sound explanation esl learners from the secondary school

level to tertiary level as well as learners who are preparing to be english teachers will find the aspects

and depth of the contents covered in this book useful the book inculcates the practice of awareness

analysis and explanation which helps learners to tap into the many grammar guides and resources

available

Moving with Grammar

2016-10-19

this edited book focuses on the role of different types of pedagogical solutions in the acquisition of the

japanese grammatical system by reviewing assessing and measuring current theory and research
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findings from this research have implications for the way japanese grammar is learned and taught in a

classroom context the editors and contributors address a number of questions around the role of

japanese grammar learning and teaching such as what is the role of instruction in japanese second

language acquisition what are the main findings of empirical research into the acquisition of japanese

grammar is any one particular pedagogical intervention or solution to the teaching of japanese

grammar more effective than another what pedagogical options do we have for the teaching of

japanese grammar this book offers a unique insight into its practical implications for japanese language

learning and teaching for applied linguists researchers language teaching professionals and curriculum

developers alike

Theory, Research and Pedagogy in Learning and Teaching Japanese

Grammar

2008-08-27

in the last 25 years foreign language teaching has been able to increase its efficiency through an

orientation towards authentic language materials pragmatic language functions and interactive learning

methods however so far foreign language teaching has lacked a sufficiently strong theoretical

framework to support the teaching of language in all its aspects arguably such a linguistic theory has

to be usage based and cognition oriented since cognitive linguistics and especially cognitive grammar

is concerned with conceptual issues against the larger background of human cognition and because it

is based on actual language use it becomes a powerful tool for dealing adequately with the main

issues of a pedagogical grammar a pedagogical grammar aims at providing all the essential linguistic

patterns considered relevant by theoretical and descriptive linguistics for the preparation of teaching

materials and their exploitation in foreign language instruction the volume contains thirteen

contributions organized into three parts in part 1 langacker taylor and broccias introduce the basic

grammar concepts rules and models that are available in cognitive linguistics and which are directly

relevant to the construction of a pedagogical grammar meunier on the other hand describes how such

a grammar could benefit from corpus linguistics part 2 looks at some cognitive tools and conceptual

errors with contributions by danesi and maldonado and also reconsiders contrastive analysis in the

papers by ruiz de mendoza and valenzuela rojo part 3 finally discusses language specific constraints

on a number of linguistic phenomena such as the construal of motion events papers by cadierno and
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de knop dirven distinctions in the tense aspect system papers by niemeier reif and schmiedtová

flecken and voice chen oller

Cognitive Approaches to Pedagogical Grammar

2017-10-12

this book proposes meaning order approach to pedagogical grammar map grammar as a practical

pedagogical approach in esl and efl contexts teaching grammar through an easy to understand three

dimensional model map grammar establishes the clause as the fundamental unit of english and

interprets meaning units in the sentence thus allowing visualizable association between individual

grammar items by focusing on the order of meaning rather than the order of words in a sentence map

grammar also distills current descriptive sentence structures typically taught as five or seven patterns

into one meaning based sentence structure for teaching and learning map grammar makes syllabus

design and teaching easier in the following ways visualizing english grammar in a clear model allowing

association between individual grammar items instruction relies on meaning not metalanguage making

map grammar easy to grasp the meaning based sentence structure allows teachers to address global

errors and learners to produce comprehensible english

A New Approach to English Pedagogical Grammar

1997

how can insights from construction grammar cxg be applied to foreign language learning fll and foreign

language teaching flt this volume explores several aspects of pedagogical construction grammar with a

specific look at issues relevant to second language acquisition fll and flt the contributions in this

volume discuss a wide range of constructions as well as different resources methodologies and data

used to learn constructions in the language classroom more specifically they seek to provide answers

to the following questions what do new constructional approaches to teaching and learning foreign

language look like that take the insights of cxg seriously what should electronic resources using

constructions and semantic frames for foreign language instruction look like how should constructions

pairings of form with meaning function in the foreign language classroom be introduced what role does

frequency play in learning constructions in the language classroom what types of strategies does cxg
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offer to facilitate the acquisition of a second language this volume is relevant for anyone interested in

second language acquisition foreign language pedagogy construction grammar and cognitive linguistics

endorsements if first language learning flows forth from language use teaching language should be

based on relevant usage patterns modified in accordance with the advanced cognitive and linguistic

knowledge of older learners the current volume shows how insights from first and second language

learning and usage based construction grammar can be turned into evidence based teaching

strategies heike behrens university of basel usage based construction grammar has changed our view

of language learning but it is only recently that researchers have begun to apply the insights of the

constructionist approach to language pedagogy this volume brings together a collection of articles in

which experts of construction grammar and usage based linguistics make concrete proposals for

teaching constructions by using corpora and other resources a must read for everybody interested in

grammar teaching holger diessel university of jena with directions for pedagogical construction

grammar boas has produced an impressive and much needed volume which excels at illustrating the

immense potential of constructionist approaches to improve language pedagogy the contributions to

this volume all authored by leading cognitive and corpus linguists convincingly describe what a

successful future of language teaching could look like one that is founded in usage based linguistics

and takes language patterns seriously i consider this volume essential reading for any applied linguist

ute römer georgia state university

Moving with Grammar : a Pedagogical Grammar of English

1995

pedagogical grammar and grammar pedagogy in chinese as a second language is the first book in the

field of chinese as a second language that brings together one overview article and eleven research

studies surrounding the key words grammar pedagogy and chinese as a second language the book is

a dedication to the 60th anniversary of the chinese language teachers association u s the studies

included draw on different theoretical frameworks adopt a range of methodological strategies and

address the questions of how grammatical knowledge should be effectively presented and in what

capacity grammar competence could be better developed in and outside classrooms based on which

pedagogical recommendations and implications are advanced the publication of this monograph is

aimed at three goals to promote a dialogue between the field of chinese as a second language and
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general field of second foreign language teaching and learning to bridge a link among researchers in

chinese linguistics and chinese applied linguistics and to establish a closer tie between research and

classroom practices in l2 chinese this monograph is intended for chinese instructors teacher educators

and graduate students and ideally suited for graduate courses and teacher training programs it also

provides insights for curriculum developers material writers and administrators

High School Grammar

2022-02-21

designed for esl and elt pedagogy courses around the world this text describes english grammar from

a world englishes perspective it is distinguished by its focus on the social setting for english as a

global language the latest thinking about grammatical theory and new theories of how first and second

languages are learned and taught the fundamental premise is that teaching and learning grammar

cannot be isolated from the local regional and global sociocultural contexts in which the teaching and

learning take place part i presents different attitudes toward english as a global language and some

challenges that learners of english share no matter where they are in the world part ii is about the

features of english that educated speakers consider the most likely and probable in academic english

part iii describes the flexible and fluid features of english that might be susceptible to change or

modification over time each chapter includes engaging study discussion and essay questions and

activities

Directions for Pedagogical Construction Grammar

2008

the author brings together authorities from worldwide to update current theory and research in

pedagogical grammar

Grammar by the Book

2022-09-30

seminar paper from the year 2007 in the subject english pedagogy didactics literature studies grade 1
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3 friedrich alexander university erlangen nuremberg institut für anglistik amerikanistik course

proseminar linguistics and language teaching 9 entries in the bibliography language english abstract

this text begins with the important question if grammar teaching is actually necessary after describing

some approaches and methods in more detail and presenting briefly other important aspects in this

regard the author will demonstrate her own model of grammar teaching the author s intention is to give

a short overview over important issues concerning grammar teaching

Pedagogical Grammar and Grammar Pedagogy in Chinese as a

Second Language

2013-10-23

no indigenous language content

English Grammar Pedagogy

1994-03-25

over the past few decades the book series linguistische arbeiten linguistic studies comprising over 500

volumes has made a significant contribution to the development of linguistic theory both in germany

and internationally the series will continue to deliver new impulses for research and maintain the

central insight of linguistics that progress can only be made in acquiring new knowledge about human

languages both synchronically and diachronically by closely combining empirical and theoretical

analyses to this end we invite submission of high quality linguistic studies from all the central areas of

general linguistics and the linguistics of individual languages which address topical questions discuss

new data and advance the development of linguistic theory

Perspectives on Pedagogical Grammar

2009-05

this study sets out a theoretical approach to designing pedagogical grammars based on both

psychological and linguistic principles in an attempt to devise a principled rather than electic way in

which to select and present language data to the learner these principles are illustrated by means of
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an investigation into verbal means of expressing future time in english and into suitable ways of

presenting the relevant facts in a pedagogical grammar

Teaching Grammar: Approaches and Methods

1988

this book provides a research based account of how to teach and learn chinese as a foreign language

in addition to the discussion of relevant second foreign language research this volume gives detailed

information on ways to develop a pedagogical modelthat is uniquely suited to teaching chinese in five

key areas pronunciation tones and pinyin characters and words sentences when and why different

sentence structures are used discourse and pragmatic competence coherence and genre and cultural

competence specially written for chinese language teachers student teachers and applied linguists this

is the first book written in english that systematically addresses all major aspects involved in teaching

and learning chinese as a foreign language this book covers all the fundamental grammar elements in

chinese explains their functions in discourse and communication and explores different strategies for

teaching and engaging students in learning the language

Grammar and Second Language Teaching

1968

the thrust of the book is not so much upon the formation of grammatical constructs but rather upon the

shape of the grammatical system and its relation to semantics discourse and pragmatics

Kapau Pedagogical Grammar

2011-05-02

scientific essay from the year 2007 in the subject didactics for the subject english pedagogy literature

studies grade 1 0 lmu munich language english abstract grammar can be taught practiced and tested

in various ways it is certainly sensible to combine different approaches this means that a teacher

should mix traditional methods with modern especially communicative methods most importantly he

she should not stick to one method rigidly this essay provides a number of alternative ways of teaching
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practicing and testing grammar that serve the linguistic as well as communicative competence

Aspects of a pedagogical grammar based on case grammar and

valence theory

1978

this third edition of grammar survival brings the content fully up to date with the new national

curriculum and gcses making it current and relevant for all secondary school english teachers grammar

survival for secondary teachers combines knowledge about grammar with pedagogical approaches

each left hand page sets out the knowledge teachers need about different aspects of grammar

incorporating research evidence where appropriate and each right hand page offers practical ideas and

methods for teaching it often in the context of authentic texts to show grammar in action this book

aims to help pupils become more confident readers and writers able to make conscious and informed

choices about the use of grammar vocabulary and punctuation in their own work chapters cover the

following vocabulary extending knowledge about grammar punctuation levels of formality grammar for

reading and writing writing about language use full glossary and further reading recommendations

completely underpinned by the national curriculum programmes of study for key stages 3 and 4 this

book supports all secondary school english teachers regardless of their chosen gcse specification and

is essential reading for trainee newly qualified and experienced teachers alike

Aspects of Future Reference in a Pedagogical Grammar of English

2000

lesson plan from the year 2010 in the subject english pedagogy didactics literature studies lmu munich

language english abstract the following text consists of two parts firstly it deals with the topic of

teaching grammar in both theory and practice the second part consists of a plan for a lesson i held at

a gymnasium in munich it was about the american way of life as reflected on tv including watching an

example of the tv series the sopranos and the text includes a critical evaluation of the lesson
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Applicability of Cognitive Grammar as a Foundation of

Pedagogical/reference Grammar

1982

a set of easy to use techniques helps students discover for themselves how grammar works in real

world contexts and how grammatical choices are not just about form but about meaning sample

teaching ideas covering a wide range of grammatical topics including verb tense voice reference and

the organization of texts accompanies each procedure

Pedagogical Grammar of Hawaiian

2006-01-01

teacher language awareness tla is an area of increasing interest to those involved in language teacher

education this book provides an introduction to the nature of tla assesses its impact upon teaching and

its potential impact on learning the book focuses specifically on grammar it aims to encourage

teachers and others involved in language education to think more deeply about the importance of tla

ad to adopt a more principled approach to the planning of those parts of their programmes assosciated

with it

Teaching and Learning Chinese as a Foreign Language

2014-09-25

seminar paper from the year 2017 in the subject didactics for the subject english pedagogy literature

studies grade 82 language english abstract two methods of teaching foreign languages the direct

method and the grammar translation method are described and compared the underlying principles

with main focus on acquisition of communicative skills and grammatical knowledge respectively are

illustrated looking at possible results of either method we find that there is no gradual difference

between them in the sense of better or worse but that both have completely different targets the

suggestion is made to combine different methods in order to achieve multiple goals and to vary the

emphasis according to individual goals the most ancient and probably most fundamental controversy in
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language teaching is the one between direct method and grammar translation method both of these

have totally different underlying approaches for interested educational stakeholders or educators there

are two important questions they should think of before looking for an appropriate method what do i

want the students to achieve how can the learners reach this goal one can think of different goals

which should be reached by teaching a language and every teacher will want to cover most of them in

their teaching the emphasis however is very divers between the different approaches that have been

developed over the years and the most apparent difference a completely different idea of how to teach

language shows up between the two mentioned methods and their approaches respectively this is why

it is so interesting and exciting to compare these two methods and this is why i will try to tackle that

task in this paper the first and main goal of teaching a language obviously is teaching the language

but here rises already the first question what is the language that we want the learners to learn are we

talking about skills in oral or written language is our focus more on active or passive language i e on

speaking and writing or listening and reading respectively are we concerned about correctness or

fluency does correctness mean formulating grammatically correct sentences or texts does it refer to

perfect pronunciation and intonation are we talking about style aptly adapted to the contextual situation

and does fluency have to do with the speed of writing or speaking with the ability to develop own ideas

and own formulations while speaking or writing rather than using memorized phrases or do we want

the learners to know about the language understanding its structure its roots its development

Second Language Grammar

1900

doctoral thesis dissertation from the year 2011 in the subject didactics english pedagogy literature

studies grade a north maharashtra university department of education language english abstract in the

present study the investigator has attempted to develop instructional strategies for teaching english

grammar it helped the learner to study grammar by self study with one s own pace in this study there

are two instructional strategies the component of one instructional strategy is programmed learning

material in print form followed by discussion test and feedback on the test performance of students the

component of other instructional strategy is programmed learning material in digital form followed by

discussion test and feedback on the test performance of students these two instructional strategies are

compared with the lecture strategies of teaching also the present study was taken up with the following
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objectives 1 to compare adjusted mean scores of achievement of english grammar of students taught

through plm print strategy plm digital strategy and lecture strategy by considering pre achievement of

english grammar as covariate 2 to compare adjusted mean scores of achievement of english grammar

of students taught through plm print strategy plm digital strategy and lecture strategy by considering

pre achievement of english grammar and intelligence as covariate 3 to compare adjusted mean scores

of achievement of adjectives and degrees of the students taught through plm print strategy plm digital

strategy and lecture strategy by considering pre achievement of adjectives and degrees as covariate 4

to compare adjusted mean scores of achievement of voice of the students taught through plm print

strategy plm digital strategy and lecture strategy by considering pre achievement of voice as covariate

5 to study the effect of treatment gender and their interaction on achievement in english grammar by

considering pre achievement of english grammar and intelligence as covariates 6 to study the reaction

towards plm print strategy of students 7 to study the reaction towards plm digital strategy of students

Aspects of a Pedagogical Grammar Based on Case Grammar and

Valence Theory

2015-01-09

this book constitutes another step of the linguistic community in translating cognitive linguistics

research into a set of guidelines applicable in the foreign language classroom the authors language

scholars and experienced practitioners discuss a collection of both more theoretical and practical

issues from the area of second and foreign language pedagogy these are matters that not only

enhance our comprehension of particular grammatical and lexical problems but also lead to the

improvement of the efficiency of teaching a foreign language the topics range from learners emotions

teaching grammatical constructions prepositions and vocabulary to specific issues in phonology the

observations concern the teaching of three different languages english french and italian as a result

the book is of interest to scholars dealing with further developments of particular linguistic issues and

practitioners who want to learn how to improve the quality of their classroom work

Grammar. Teaching, Practising and Testing

2018-09-03
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in this book nadia vidro presents a critical edition and english translation of the first karaite pedagogical

grammar of hebrew kitāb al ʿuqūd fī taṣārīf al luġa al ʿibrāniyya composed in jerusalem in the

11th century kitāb al ʿuqūd is a concise description of hebrew prepared specifically to cater for the

needs of students just beginning their study of the language the critical edition is accompanied by an

historical introduction a description of manuscripts and a glossary of grammatical terminology this

publication expands the corpus of available primary sources emanating from the karaite school of

hebrew grammar and makes this fascinating and important medieval work accessible to a wide

audience of hebrew linguists biblical scholars and those interested in language pedagogy and its

history

Grammar Survival for Secondary Teachers

2011-04

エビデンス に基づいた英語教育研究とは何か その可能性と問題点を厳しく問う 2016年出版 はじめての英語教育研究 の続編

Teaching Grammar

2010-12-14

traditionally there has been a disconnect between theoretical linguistics and pedagogical teacher

training this book seeks to bridge that gap using engaging examples from a wide variety of languages

it provides an innovative overview of linguistic theory and language acquisition research for readers

with a background in education and teacher training and without specialist knowledge of the field the

authors draw on a range of research to ground ideas about grammar pedagogy presenting the notion

of virtual grammar as an accessible label for unifying the complexity of linguistics organised

thematically the book includes helpful case in point examples throughout the text to illustrate specific

grammar points and step by step training in linguistic methods such as how to analyse examples

which educators can apply to their own teaching contexts through enriching language teachers

understanding of linguistic features the book fosters a different perspective on grammar for educators
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Functional Grammar in the ESL Classroom

2005

in this groundbreaking book independent language researcher and teacher trainer robert buckmaster

tackles the problems of english pedagogical grammar by re imagining english grammar as a system of

distance meaning and conventions g dmc current pedagogical grammar is marred by exceptions and

special uses past forms are used in present time short cut rules avoid focusing on word and form

meaning and grammar rules are imprecise and difficult to operationalize it is a retrospective grammar

of language analysis not one of language in use learners struggle to understand the complexities of

english grammar and fail to use the language to the full potential the usual excuse has been that the

forms e g the present perfect are difficult and need to be taught and retaught but what if the

interpretation of grammar which has been taught is at fault what if we have in fact made the task

difficult because of the analysis which is presented to learners what if there were a different more

internally consistent view of english grammar which could be taught instead in fact there is it is a

prospective grammar to use to understand language as it happens this new grammar sees tense as

not being about time but about distance time distance reality distance and formality distance all words

have meanings but some also have form meanings and these form meanings combine and add to our

understanding of speaker meaning and language conventions govern much of english grammar like

word order and collocations the ideas of english grammar introduces the five key distance ideas eight

form meanings the key modal modifying verb meanings the concepts of distance between words and

in sentences and utterances the conventional pathways of verbs and nouns the conventions of

questions and time phrases and includes an analysis of conditionals seven of them and reported

speech the book also touches on a new model of language the associative model and considers some

key principles from that model the placement and start here principles all this is supported by hundreds

of clear example sentences tables and diagrams this is a completely new wholly coherent and

internally consistent and teachable system of english grammar which avoids the problems and pitfalls

of traditional grammar all teachers trainers and coursebook writers will benefit from re examining

english grammar with the help of this re imagining of english grammar
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Intensive Tausug

2007-08-09

bringing together an international and interdisciplinary team of contributors this handbook is a wide

ranging and invaluable reference guide to language teaching a comprehensive reference work on

language teaching which combines the latest research findings coverage of core topics and examples

of teaching experience from a variety of languages and settings provides a unique breadth of coverage

including the psycholinguistic underpinnings of language learning social political and educational

contexts program design materials writing and course design teaching and testing teacher education

and assessment and evaluation offers a balanced evaluation of the major positions and approaches

including examining the increasingly important social and political context of language teaching written

by an international and interdisciplinary group of authors from a dozen different countries english is

only one of the many languages used as examples throughout the volume

Teacher Language Awareness

1967

THE PEDAGOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF TWO THEORIES OF

GRAMMAR TO THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN

LANGUAGE.

2018-10-22

A Comparison between "Direct Method" and Grammar "Translation

Method". Different Language Teaching Methods

1968
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Kapau Pedagogical Grammar

2021-06-08

Development of Instructional Strategies for Teaching English

Grammar and Study their Effectiveness in terms of Achievement in

English Grammar. Reactions Towards the Instructional Strategies of

class IX students

2020-11-18

Foreign Language Pedagogy in the Light of Cognitive Linguistics

Research

2013-09-12

A Medieval Karaite Pedagogical Grammar of Hebrew

2021-09-30

英語教育のエビデンス

2020-10-01

Grammar

2017-11-25
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The Ideas of English Grammar

1971

Sucre Quechua

2011-07-05

The Handbook of Language Teaching
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